How my deposits work
Most of my puppies are sold before they are born ! All deposits are NON-REFUNDABLE!! You PICK your own
puppy. You are never FORCED to take a puppy.
I need to know which male is your first choice, which male is your second choice. Then which female is your first
choice and second choice.
I need to know if you want a male or female.
I WILL DO MY BEST TO GET YOU A PUPPY FROM THE LITTER YOU REQUEST.
But sometime females don’t breed, or lose their litter, or lay on a puppy and kill it. On occasion a puppy just gets
sick and dies. Or the mother just doesn’t have enough puppies for the deposits I have received, or sometime I’ve
over looked a deposit that was received early.
If this happens I will give you a call or send an email to let you know. Then I will let you know which puppies ARE
available or when my NEXT litters are coming out of the males you requested. I always have a waiting list so this
can take a few months.
Most of the time first pick male & first pick female are sold. ( they are priced higher ) Then the rest of deposits are
decided by the DATE I receive them. I get deposits daily!!! If you have a deposit in and I don’t get a first pick
deposit then you will move up to first pick at no extra charge.
I will do my best to keep you in the position or spot I place you in with your deposit. But you could be bumped
back a position!! I do my best to be fair to each client and go by the date I received your deposit. As the breeder I
reserve this right.
As the breeder I reserve the right to keep first pick male & female for myself.
Most of the time I know before I do the breeding if I’m keeping the pick of the litter. If I’m planning on keeping a
puppy I usually just don’t take a pick of the litter deposit on that breeding. ( the only time I’ve never knocked
someone out of their first pick was when I found out my male was dying of cancer) Hopefully that will not happen
again!! But I do reserve the right to first pick male & female for myself. They still got their puppy but they were
bumped back a spot!!
As the breeder if at any time during our transaction I don’t feel comfortable with selling you a dog, I reserve the
right to cancel your purchase. Your deposit will not be refunded !!
If one of my puppies is EVER chain or tie for any reason, abused or neglected, I have the right to
“CONFISCATE” that puppy/dog from you!!!
(In 30 years of breeding this has only happen twice. But I do reserve that right) Having your puppy/dog in a pen is
just fine!! Just not chained.
This is how I work my deposits. In my mind this is the fairest way! NO deposit is written in stone! But I’ll do my best
to get you the puppy you want!!
Most all my puppies are outstanding so please don’t get upset if you are moved around for some reason to
another litter or bumped down a position!
( for example, one lady bought 5th pick out of 6 males . I took her male to the NATIONAL and went “ BEST IN
SWEEPSTAKES’' defeating 188 other dogs)
She turned down $15,000.00 for him that day !!
I usually take deposits for first through fourth pick male and the same for the females. Then after the puppies are
born if there are more puppies available . Then I will take deposits on them also.
Hope this clear up how I work my deposits. Please fill free to give me a call. If you have more questions.

